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Lake District
The entire Lake District National Park, taking in all major summits, including Scafell,
Helvellyn, Skiddaw, the Langdales and Old Man of Coniston. Also includes the Howgill
Fells east of Kendal (the NW extension of Yorks Dales).
Wheelwrights Cottages provide a wide range of self-catering accommodation around Langdale and beyond
to suit all requirements. Please call us on 015394 37635 for details or go to www.wheelwrights.com

General Summary for Monday, 27 July, 2020
British Mountain Summary:
Based on forecast chart for noon 27 July, 2020

Low pressure will track northeast and bring wet conditions widely
across many parts with persistent and at times heavy rain
accompanied by extensive low cloud and the risk of upland gales
across Wales. Uncertainties remain on the northern extent and depth
of this low, but the NW Highlands will see the driest conditions.
Headline for Lake District

A very wet, murky and at times windy day with widespread rain and
low cloud.

Detailed Forecast for Monday, 27 July, 2020
How windy? (On the
summits)

Low confidence in wind detail: Southerly generally in the range 20 to 30mph, risk a little
higher at times tops. May be a period of lighter winds, before conditions veer westerly
later in afternoon and perhaps reach 35 to 40mph.

Effect of wind on
you?

Be prepared for some periods of buffeting, and perhaps later in the day fairly
arduous conditions.

How wet?
(Precipitation and its
impact)

Very wet

Cloud on the hills?

Widespread low cloud; to lower slopes.

A very wet day with persistent and often heavy falls of rain. The rain will tend to ease of
from the west later in the afternoon and into the evening.

Widespread low cloud will shroud the hills throughout much of the day with banks
forming fairly widely from lower slopes upwards. Later in the afternoon and into the
evening, bases will lift and break up leaving patches at varying heights.
Chance of cloud
free summits?

10%

Sunshine?
Air clarity (below
cloud)

Little or no sun.

How Cold? (at 750m)

10 or 11C

Freezing Level

Above the summits.
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Very murky in the rain with poor or very poor visibility. Will improve from the west later.
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MOUNTAIN WEATHER INFORMATION SERVICE
Lake District - Looking Ahead

Tuesday 28 July

Wednesday 29 July

How windy? (On the
summits)

Northwesterly 25 to 35mph, perhaps
40mph for a few hours higher tops.

Northwest 20-25mph at dawn will ease to
become westerly 5 to 15mph by afternoon.

Effect of wind on
you?

Walking fairly arduous across higher
slopes with considerable buffeting at
times.

Becoming negligible by afternoon.

How wet?
(Precipitation and its
impact)

Scattered showers developing.

Substantially or completely dry

Likely dry at first, but from mid to late
morning, scattered showers will develop.
These becoming confined to eastern areas
by late afternoon, some heavy here.

Isolated, if any, brief showers.

Cloud on the hills?

Fairly extensive morning, but breaking
up.

Mostly very little

Fairly extensive cloud covering higher
slopes through the morning. However,
increasingly into the afternoon lengthy
breaks will likely develop with many hills
clearing outside showers.

A few patches higher tops at first, but these
will soon disperse to lead hills widely clear
though the day.

Chance of cloud
free summits?

60%

70%

Sunshine?
Air clarity (below
cloud)

Fairly cloudy at first, but patches of sun
will increasingly develop.

Sunny periods, but high cloud increasing
from the west.

Visibility mostly very good.

Visibility very good.

How Cold? (at
750m)

7 to 9C

6 lifting to 8C

Freezing Level

Above the summits

Above the tops.

Planning Outlook
All mountain areas of Britain from Tuesday, 28 July, 2020
Inspection of medium range forecasts (out to a fortnight) from the major weather prediction models continues to suggest
areas of low pressure drifting in off the Atlantic will dominate the weather. Rain and fog will be frequent across all mountain
areas, but concentrated on western mountains. However, there will be a couple of dry or drier days around the middle of next
week as a ridge of high pressure comes through and brings briefly warmer air across many parts around Thursday.

Forecast issued at 14:57 on Sunday, 26 July, 2020
Forecasts are issued daily by 16:30 and are kept under review and amended as necessary. However, expected conditions
can still change after issue. © Copyright Mountain Weather Information Service, 2020.
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